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A compelling and all together extremely intriguing new collection 
from Home Fabrics, Metallia. A study in organic textures and natural 
geometry with a contemporary attitude that will have broad appeal 
which has been edited into one collection.

Reective surfaces and jacquard velvets are the fashionable 
furnishing fabrics of choice for the discerning interior and will add a 
level of nesse and air, where ever these ne textiles nd a home. 
Seven enviable designs across 30 shades reective of a timeless 
palette, this new collection is a tour de force. 

METALLIA

PRICING PER DESIGN 

End use: Dual 

Characteristics: Velvet

Design type: Graphical

Composition:

64% Polyester and 36% Viscose

Martindale rubs: 20 000 - 40 000

Care: 30°

Commanding
Cut- R463 | Roll - R362

Compelling
Cut- R356 | Roll - R321

Memorable
Cut- R319 | Roll - R287

Decadent
Cut- R518 | Roll - R466

Splendid
Cut- R518| Roll - R466

Top
Cut- R356 | Roll - R321

Upscale
Cut- R463 | Roll - R417
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DESIGNS
COMMANDING

The classic zebra skin gorgeously expressed as a push 
velvet jacquard with a metallic background further 
adding to the glamourous appeal of this timeless design. 
Suitable for residential upholstery, this quality would be 
outstanding in a main bedroom or a formal dining room, 
achieving a rub count of 20 000 rubs and available in 3 
classic colours of Beige, Quartz and Silver.

DECADENT

A design that is master class in elevating organic textures 
to high design, this velvet jacquard features contrasting 
matte and gloss yarns adding an optical dimension to this 
ingenious upholstery fabric. Available in three fashion 
orientated colours namely Horizon, Oasis and Silver and 
achieving a hardy 40 000 Martindale rubs. 

COMPELLING

A nely foiled texture on a velvet ground that can read as 
a glamorous interpretation of a desolate desert 
landscape, suitable for curtains and accessories and 
available in two shades namely Mineral and Quartz.  

MEMORABLE

This quality elevates the allure of raw silk with the addition 
of a foiled surface which adds an enchanting aspect while 
the subtle texture retains the authenticity of a silk look. 
Woven from robust and easy care polyester yarns, 
Memorable is available in 7 colours ranging from classic 
Navy blue in Horizon through to rich creams of Beige and 
Pearl, while Gold and Oasis add some on trend accents.
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DESIGNS
SPLENDID

A masterful interpretation of ethnic designs as a geometric 
velvet quality that would be superb on large furniture 
pieces that show case the full effect of this quality. Woven 
from durable polyester yarns, this quality achieves a high 
rub count of 40 000 and is available in four colours namely 
Horizon, Gold, Beige and Onyx. 

UPSCALE

A contemporary organic geometric velvet jacquard that 
reads as a plush, sophisticated and modern all the same 
time, would be ideal for occasional seating, where the 
scale of the design would be proportionate to the 
furniture. Woven from a blend of polyester and viscose 
yarns and achieving a rub count of 20 000 rubs, this quality 
is bound to be at home in the most discerning interior. 
Available in 6 colours namely Horizon, Mineral, Oasis, Gold, 
Beige and Onyx. 

TOP

A classic snake skin design interpreted as a foiled texture 
on a microber ground, this quality will be perfect as 
accessories such as scatters and throws, but for the more 
adventurous, this will make conversational curtains. 
Available in ve shades that will appeal to every 
fashionista ranging from classic Mineral, Silver and Horizon 
through to Oasis and Gold for brightness.
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COLOURS

COMMANDING

Commanding - Beige Commanding - Quartz Commanding - Silver

COMMANDING

Compelling - Quartz Compelling - Mineral

DECADENT

Decadent - Silver Decadent - Horizon Decadent - Oasis

Memorable - Oasis Memorable - Gold

MEMORABLE

Memorable - Beige Memorable - Pearl Memorable - Quartz Memorable - Horizon Memorable - Mineral
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COLOURS

SPLENDID

TOP

UPSCALE

Upscale - Onyx Upscale - Horizon Upscale - Mineral

Splendid - Beige Splendid - Onyx Splendid - Horizon Splendid - Gold

Top - Silver Top - Horizon Top - Mineral Top - Oasis Top - Gold Top - Oasis Top - Gold 

Top - Oasis Top - Gold Upscale - Oasis Upscale - Gold
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